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Abstract - This paper extends recent developments in
geographic load balancing techniques using semi-smart antennas
for cellular mobile communication systems by investigating the
potential to provide enhanced QoS to realistic 3G services traffic
classes and also to provide user prioritization even in situations
where non uniform demand occurs over the network. Traditional
cellular CAC systems have limited capability to rectify what
turns out to be poor decisions apart from simply dropping
connections. With cooperative geographic load balancing, if a
base station cannot provide the desired service, adjacent base
stations adjust their coverage to carry some of the traffic so that
further calls, and in particular high priority calls can be accepted
without having to drop existing connections; thus mitigating poor
decisions. Enhancement of system capacity has been
demonstrated in previous work to establish the optimal wireless
radiation coverage shapes over a cellular network in real time
and for both uplink and downlink in WCDMA and other wireless
networks. The results presented show that load balancing
approach can provides capacity gains and also provide good QoS
discrimination in the uplink and downlink. The algorithm
described can be adapted to different wireless technologies and to
different kinds of adaptive antenna; from inexpensive semi-smart
systems to fully adaptive systems.
Index Terms - Cooperative real time coverage, wireless

networks, smart antennas, QoS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-uniform distribution of mobile handsets is a problem
for resource allocation at base stations (BS) [1]. Many
techniques have been developed to make use of limited radio
frequency resource more effectively. Among the most
commonly used are dynamic channel reallocation [3-4], cell
splitting [8-11]. Apart from these allocation schemes focusing
on radio frequency management, cell breathing [9] and
dynamic cell shaping using semi-smart and adaptive antennas
have been studied for several years [5-7]. Cooperative shaping
was initially developed in [10-1 1]. Here the idea is that the
radiation pattern of adjoining cells should change shape in a
coordinated manner to ensure that capacity is provided where
it is needed, while also ensuring that no gaps in coverage were
created.
Although the cooperative negotiation approach shows

marked capacity enhancements for all antenna systems tested,
its performance for fully adaptive systems, as distinct from
semi-smart systems, caused some timing problems. The
Bubble Oscillation Algorithm (BOA) was then devised and is
described in detail in [12]. The BOA consistently produces
results closer to the global solution than the negotiation based

algorithm for all antenna models tested. The idea is based on
emulating the way that a cluster of bubbles (c.f. set of base
stations) equalize their pressures (c.f. traffic load). The
algorithm has also proved to be more robust than the
negotiation algorithm because less calculation is required.
Many approaches to differentiation of service use

mechanisms for prediction of traffic locations, and reservation
of spare capacity so that, e.g. gold customers, can be
accommodated if needed. Both prediction and reservation
have advantages, but it can be difficult to make accurate
predictions and it is not desirable to have too much reserve
capacity and to drop unnecessarily. This paper avoids use of
either prediction or reservation (though enhancement of the
performance would probably accrue) as it concentrates on
identifying the ideal wireless coverage pattern in collaboration
with other base stations in the network and the synthesis of
these cooperative coverage patterns, all in real time. If a gold
customer moves to a highly loaded sector then rather than
reject or drop any bronze MS it could be more effective to
change the coverage patterns to service all the customers. The
shape of the coverage is determined not only by the wish to
cover so as to meet the heterogeneous demand in terms of
bandwidth and location, not leave gaps in coverage, and
increase system capacity; but also to give preference to gold
over silver, etc.

Fig. 1 .A semi-smart system: coverage is formed from a set of beams

The techniques described here apply to different kinds of
antenna system. Smart antennas are usually categorised as
either switched-beam or fully adaptive. The complexity and
cost of the adaptive beam-former is still seen as a major
disadvantage for the fully adaptive smart antenna system. In
the cheaper semi-smart system multiple beams from a sector
combined to provide uniform and shaped coverage. A "semi-
smart" antenna system is used to create the radiation patterns
as shown in Fig. 1. We have shown that the approach can work
well for both kinds of adaptive system, but this paper provides
results based on the semi-smart approach.
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This paper address some of the modelling limitations in the
previous work and provides a new approach to service
differentiation and in the content of third generation mobile
networks based on Wideband CDMA with geographic load
balancing. Numerical experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach, and investigate its performance
and transient behavior under power control and signal quality
estimation errors. Impact factors including hotspot and traffic
mixtures are discussed, and finally conclusion and directions
for future work are described.

II. PROVIDING DIFFERENTIATION

The load balancing algorithm used, which is an extension
of [12], takes the antenna capability into consideration. Since
semi-smart antenna systems use simple and low costs
antennas, they only have limited capability of forming any
kind of pattern shapes. The frontier of each cell is defined by
the maximum outreach of beams. Any demand outside the
frontier is of no direct interest to the base station, as it cannot
service any of it. Within the frontier, the area is divided into
locations using polar coordinates. Each location is called a
Quantization Cell (QC) and can contain many registered and
connected mobiles. In order to balance the system complexity
and optimization accuracy, in this work 72 5° sectors with 20
equal divisions in the radial direction from the forbidden zone
to the frontier are used to define a QC. The granularity chosen
should reflect the nature of the propagation environment.
When there are few reflections then the QC granularity can be
fine, but when the terrain is such that there are many multiple
paths, then the granularity should be such that near the
boundaries of a cell the angular location of a MS in a QC and
the unknown angle to reach the MS passes through the same
QC. Current work is aimed at reducing this requirement,
though the extensions necessary are not described here. There
has been a considerable amount of work on tilting, e.g. [2].
The work here is more general, though it applies directly to
where the patterns are constrained to be arcs of circles.

In [ 12], there are two kinds of force in the bubble
oscillation algorithm. Notionally, the radial repulsion force
represents how interested the base station is in having the
specific traffic unit assigned to it. The attraction forces are
generated from the un-served traffic units in order to adjust
the initial repulsion force of the traffic units nearby.
To add the impacts of service differentiation and user

priority to the bubble oscillation algorithm, we add a new
weight parameter to represent the different traffic and user
priority and add it to conventional force of the bubble
oscillation algorithm. To give different users using different
services a differentiated service a traffic utility is defined for
each traffic unit depending on the user grade (classified here
simply as gold, silver and bronze) and the traffic class (from
32 bps to 384 bps). The differentiated QoS utility of a single
traffic unit is formulated as:

Ui[ = W Gi +1Wr Ri (1)

Ui: the traffic utility of traffic unit i
Gi: the user grade of the traffic unit; in the simulations for a

gold user Gi=3, silver user Gj=1 and bronze user Gi=0.
Wg: a constant user weight that is same for all user grades.
Ri: the rate grade of the traffic unit i; numerically Ri

maximum bit rate of traffic class/ 16 kbps, e.g. 144/16 = 9.
Wr: a constant rate weight, it is same for all rate grades;
The modified utility value of a single QC is obtained by

multiplying two parts together, the original utility value ofQC
and the traffic utility of traffic units within the frontier (1). It
is formulated as (2)

(2)Ui = (R, + Ai ) -(L UM + 1)
mcM

Where Ri is the value of a function of the signal strength to
QC i (typically decrease as the distance from the BS serving
QC i)

Ai is the sum of the benefits on unserved MS as a
consequence of radiating energy to served MS in QC i.

Ri & Ai are defined more fully in [12].
M is the set of all the traffic units in QC i.
This will make the algorithm to not only ensure that

subscribers within its coverage distance have been served, but
also to make sure the high priority user to be served first.

III. THE SIMULATION MODEL

In order to test the performance of the geographic load
balancing scheme with the bubble oscillation algorithm for 3G
mobile networks, a comprehensive WCDMA network
simulator including same advanced features such as power
control, real sectoring, and soft handover was built [10].

Simulations are based on a 10X 10 cellular network where
cells have the same area. All BSs are in the centre of the cell it
belongs to and each has six sectors. Each BS has a maximum
service capacity, 120 basic speech equivalents approximately
(different types of traffic are allowed and they have different
parameters). There are 50,000 MSs in the 100 cell area. The
arrival rate and holding time have been selected so that total
number of talking subscribers will not normally be more than
the total system's maximum service capacity. In the
experiments, scenarios with different numbers of hotspots, at
different locations, containing different numbers of MSs are
used. In all scenarios the 50,000 MSs start by being uniformly
distributed over the area of the network, then they gradually
coalesce into hotspots (each more than 2,000) and then they
move through the network area.

The simulator works by processing events in a sequence of
snapshots in a pre-prepared scenario. The time between
snapshots is defined by the process that creates the scenarios.
At each snapshot uplink and downlink power control and
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uplink and downlink CAC are performed for each event. To
be accepted into a cell both uplink and downlink CAC have to
be passed.

Simulations are performed for a conventional network first.
The standard sector antenna patterns are used in the
simulations, and the system capacity obtained is used as a
comparison with the optimized network later.

The geographic load balancing is then performed for the
network under the same traffic conditions. A version of the
bubble oscillation algorithm modified to handle different
classes of traffic and different user priorities is applied into
the WCDMA network to calculate the optimum cell contours
for the traffic condition.

IV. RESULTS

The results of using the modified version of bubble
oscillation algorithm in the WCDMA network are compared
with the results from a conventional WCDMA network, where
the antenna patterns are standard and provide near circular
cell shapes. Blocking ratios are tracking QoS of each user's
grade. Different types of service and different types of user
were modelled. 5 different type traffic mixtures were chosen.
Three grades, viz. gold, silver and bronze were used to
indicate a preference order. The ratio of the number of gold
users to silver users to bronze users is 1: 1:3, 1:2:3 or 1:2:7 in
different simulations.

In this experiment 10 hotspots form, and each hot-spot has
2000 users. The traffic mixture (80% 32kbps, 10% 64 kbps,
9% 144 kbps, 1% 384 kbps) was used. Other mixes gave
similar results. The simulation results showing the blocking
rates for last traffic snapshot for different user priority
distributions are in Table 1. We can see the system blocking
rate for different user distributions with geographic load
balancing is very similar, and is nearly halved when
geographic load balancing is used. As the network services
the high priority users, to support more gold users, they must
block some low priority users and the system blocking rate
increases. When considering the system blocking rates,
remember that these include all the MSs, and all cells, even
those that are lightly loaded and where not much difference
between the conventional and load balancing approaches
would be expected.

TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS AT THE 100TH TRAFFIC SNAPSHOT FOR

DIFFERENT USER PRIORITY COMBINATIONS

G:S:B G-BR S-BR B-BR Sy-Cap Sy-BR

C 0.10 0.15 0.24 2380 0.20
1:1:3

G 0.05 0.07 0.14 2660 0.10
C 0.11 0.15 0.23 2315 0.19

1.2.3 G 0.04 0.06 0.14 2570 0.10
C 0.05 0.10 0.21 2398 0.17

1:2:7
G 0.02 0.07 0.10 2632 0.09

G: S: B: The ratio of gold user to silver user to bronze user
G-BR: Gold User Block Rate
S-BR: Silver User Block Rate
B-BR: Bronze User Block Rate
SY-Cap: System Capacity Sy-BR: System Blocking Rate
C: Conventional Network
G: Network using Geographic Load Balancing

User Block Rate For Geographic Loading Balancing(1:2:7)
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Fig. 2. Blocking rates for gold, silver and bronze customers
over 100 snapshots as the hotspots evolve.

The differentiation provided for the 1:2:7 ratio of G:S:B is
clearly shown in Fig.2. The blocking rates go up as the
demand becomes more heterogeneous. For the conventional
network there is a much greater increase (for all customer
types).

Fig. 3. Blocked calls (a) using a conventional structure, (b)
using geographic load balancing at the 100th snap shot. Not
shown are the soft handover boundaries, but these change over
time as well.

Fig.3 shows the number of blocked users on the 100th
snapshot. Note the fixed sectors in (a) and the dynamic sectors
in (b) and the adaptive shaping. The larger dark dots represent
blocked calls. In the scenario shown 10 hotspots were
gradually created. The hot spot in the top right hand side
ended up with almost all gold customers. The two next to this
ended up being predominately silver and the others
predominately bronze. The G: S: B ratio was 1:2:7 uniformly
spread initially. In Fig 3(b) the top gold hot spot has nearly
has no blocked call. The optimized sectorization and the
optimized cooperative shaping can also be seen.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper was mainly aimed at devising a general scheme
to provide QoS differentiation in WCDMA networks with
geographic load balancing. The major objective of this
scheme is to reduce the blocking rate for the high priority
users. We presented a user priority scheme for the admission
control and soft handover functions. It ensures that the high
priority user is assigned to the network first. To add the
capabilities of service differentiation and user priority to the
bubble oscillation algorithm, we created a modified utility
function to represent the different traffic and user priory. This
makes the base station not only ensure the subscribers within
its coverage distance are served, but also to ensure the higher
priority users are be served as their priority indicates. The
performance of the approach is presented and discussed. The
impact of traffic mixture and hot-spots to the blocking rate of
the gold users are very little, so the approach is robust even in
heavy traffic scenes. Results from different scenarios,
different traffic mixes and different classes of traffic show the
differentiation between gold, silver and bronze customers is
consistently achieved and the advantage of adaptive shaping is
that this can often be done without dropping the lower priority
calls.

Future work will investigate the effect of location accuracy
on system robustness, and a further modification of the
scheme may introduce the extensions for traffic that is
adaptive to both the transmission rate and the signal quality
and has a utility that depends on the loss rate in addition to the
average throughput.
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